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Global Educational Opportunities in the Emerging Information Society
Digital Age for Digital People?

- Digital immigrants vs digital natives
  (Prensky, 2001)
- Information inflation
  (Doomen, 2009)
- Connectivism
  (Siemens, 2005, Downes, 2007)
Global Educational Opportunities in the Emerging Information Society
Questions

● Which available option is better for an individual learning path?
● How can the chosen options be combined with the previous and future ones?
● What role to choose: a learner or a teacher?
Web 2.0 in Education: Key Concepts

- Information sharing
- Social networking
- Communication
- Collaboration
- Dynamic user-centered environment
Innovations

1. Virtual educational communities of learners and teachers
2. Open e-learning resources
3. Distance education programs from schools, colleges, universities
   ○ massive open online courses (MOOCs)
4. Educational and scientific online competitions and conferences for young learners and researchers
Education on Demand: How to deal with...

- Global and local
- Secondary and higher education
- Teaching and learning
- Curriculum and individual learning path
- Individual and collective
Big Question

Global educational initiatives vs national systems of education.
Answer

International dialogue and global collaboration.
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